PRAXIS PREP PROGRAMS:

Sylvan 1:1 Private Tutoring: Instruction is open enrollment with flexible scheduling which allows a student to start and stop at any time. An ongoing program to cover all identified areas of need provides the best opportunity for a positive outcome on this crucial test.

Program Length & Fees: The student determines the number of instructional hours based on individual need. There is no minimum or maximum number of sessions. All sessions are billed at a $55 per hour rate.

Program Schedule: Tutoring should begin at least 4 weeks prior to a scheduled exam to allow for necessary review.

Program Content: Tutoring is available in all sections of the Praxis exam or in a single subject/section area.

Content Lessons: Each content lesson can include up to three hours of instruction. Students with stronger skills will pace faster. Homework is encouraged on a case-by-case basis using student-provided review materials.

PRAXIS 1/PRAXIS CORE MATH PROGRAM EXAMPLE: 3 to 12 hours

- **Content Lesson 1: Praxis Math Skills: Introduction and Arithmetic** (Integers, Multiples-Factors, Positive-Negative, Prime Numbers, Fractions, Fraction or Percent %, or Percent Increase or Decrease, Percents-Formulas, Absolute Value)
- **Content Lesson 3: Praxis Math Skills: Algebra** (INEQUALITIES, ABSOLUTE VALUE, FUNCTIONS, GRAPHING, LINEAR EQUATIONS, EXPONENTS & POLYNOMIALS, RADICALS, QUADRATICS)
- **Content Lesson 4: Praxis Math Skills: Geometry** (ANGLE PAIRS & PERPENDICULAR LINES, TRIANGLES, QUADRILATERALS, CIRCLES, AREA, VOLUME)

PRAXIS 1/PRAXIS CORE READING PROGRAM EXAMPLE: 2 to 4 hours

- **Content Lesson 1: Praxis Reading Skills I: Introduction and Content I** (Key Ideas and Details, Main Ideas and Themes, Supporting Ideas and position of arguments, Organization and Vocabulary in Context)
- **Content Lesson 2: Praxis Reading Skills I: Content II** (Language skills, Organization and Vocabulary in Context, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas, Supporting Ideas and position of arguments, analyze and evaluate a reading selection and its content.)

PRAXIS 1/PRAXIS CORE WRITING PROGRAM EXAMPLE: 2 to 4 hours

- **Content Lesson 1: Praxis Writing Skills I: Introduction and Process** (Structure, style and support for informational and argumentative essay)

PRAXIS SUBJECT TESTS: Open enrollment based on student’s knowledge of the content; typical program 4 to 12 hours.

- **Content / Skills**: Determined by subject area.